March 2006

Cash is King

In my last report, I wrote about the dangers to the economy and to the stock market of an
inverted yield curve (short-term interest rates rising above long-term rates). As of now, the
US yield curve is flat at 4.75%. In other words, investors receive roughly the same yield
whether they invest for 6 months, 10 years, or even 30 years. The danger is that all
indications are that short-term rates will continue to rise pushing the yield curve to inversion.
Yield curve inversions are extremely rare. In fact, since 1900 we have had only 20 yield
curve inversions. In the same time span there have been 16 North American recessions,
each of which was preceded by an inverted yield curve1. In other words, based on history
there is an 80% chance of recession in the next 6 to 9 months and 20% chance of no
recession. As for stocks, the average return from peak to recession bottom was -43%2.
With stocks near their highs there is much more risk now.
A further reason for caution comes from the US presidential cycle. The best time to be
invested in stocks has been the 3rd and 4th year of a presidential term (usually associated
with new spending and tax cuts). The worst period to be invested has been the 2nd year as
we are now. Even more specifically, the period from April through September has seasonally
been the worst time of year to be invested in stocks3 Stock markets, therefore, could see a

sharp decline within the next 6 months. Investors need to remember that stocks peak on
good economic news and bottom on bad news.
Question:

Where should one invest?

LePoidevin:

I believe the greatest portion of one’s portfolio should be in higher interest
cash accounts. The following are my recommended cash investments for
deposits (I do expect the following interest rates to rise but please remember
that the rates are subject to change without notice):
$10,000 to $100,000

Altamira Cash Performer

3.25%





st

Rate from 1 dollar invested
Accessible on 24 hours notice
No charges in or out
CDIC-insured up to $100,000

$100,000 to $300,000

National Bank Financial Cash Account
3.50%
st

Rate from 1 dollar

No charges or costs

CIPF(Canadian Investor Protection Fund)-insured up to
$1,000,000
$300,000 to $1,000,000

National Bank Financial Cash Account
3.625%
(negotiated rate)
st

Rate from 1 dollar

No charges or costs

CIPF(Canadian Investor Protection Fund)-insured up to
$1,000,000

I am actually quite optimistic about the investment opportunities over the next several years.
However, most Canadian investors know too well that buy and hold strategies have not
worked well over the past 6 years and I believe that a high portion of cash now will reward
investors well over the coming cycle.
Sincerely,

David LePoidevin, CIM
Senior Vice President
Portfolio Manager
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